
Privacy
We at THU Store sincerely are committed to taking the highest care in protecting 
the privacy of our customers. As you use our Site, we want you to be clear on how 
we care about how your personal information is used and shared, as well as the 
ways in which you can protect your privacy. Please read this privacy policy carefully, 
as use of our site implies its consent. Our Privacy Policy may change from time to 
time. We will post any changes on the Sites. If the changes are significant, then we 
will provide a more prominent notice, which will be posted on this Site prior to the 
changes becoming effective. Each time a user accesses the Sites, the current 
version of the Privacy Policy applies. Your personal information WILL NOT be sold, 
traded, rented or given away to any other firm
We collect information in two ways:
A. Information you provide to us - In order to provide you with the possibility to 
shop online at THU Store and when you create an account we collect the following 
types of personally identifiable information: Your name, e-mail address, delivery 
address, credit card number, and credit card expiration date (if you are not paying 
with paypal). This information is solely used to process your orders, and will only be 
communicated to shippers and other third parties when necessary to complete 
those orders. 
By providing your information to THU Store, you consent to this disclosure, as 
stated, and allow us to make our services available to you.
B. Information we automatically collect. - (1) Analytics. When you visit one of our 
Sites, we automatically collect the following types of information, some of which is 
anonymous: information about the devices you use to access the Internet (such as 
the IP address and the device, browser, and operating system type), URLs that refer 
you to our Sites and the dates and times of your visits, information on your 
shopping behavior on our Sites (e.g., page views, paths you take through our Sites, 
etc.), general geographic location information (e.g., country or city) that shows 
where you are when browsing our Sites, search terms that you enter to reach our 
Sites or enter on our Sites to find products, and the fact that you opened one of our 
emails. We utilize analytics services to help us track the efficacy of our Sites and 
help us learn more about our visitors' shopping behavior.
(2) Social Media Features. Our Sites include social media features, such as the 
Facebook "Like" button and widgets, the "share this" widget, or interactive 
mini-programs that run on our site. These features may collect your IP address, 
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which page you are visiting on our Site, and may set a cookie to enable the feature 
to function properly. Social media features and widgets are either hosted by a third 
party or hosted directly on our Sites. Your interactions with these features are 
governed by the privacy statement of the company providing it.
(3) Cookies. We automatically collect aggregate anonymous information through 
cookies. Cookies are small text files stored by your Web browser on your computer, 
phone, tablet, or other device used to browse our Sites. Cookies allow us to identify 
and authenticate visitors, track aggregate behavior, and enable important site 
features. We use both session ID cookies and persistent cookies. A session ID cookie 
expires when you close your browser. A persistent cookie remains on your hard 
drive for an extended period of time. The persistent cookie maintains your login 
information so that your cart and login remain available when you return to the 
site. Session cookies are used to maintain your shopping state as you browse 
through the site. YouTube uses cookies to help maintain the integrity of video 
statistics, prevent fraud and to improve the site experience, among other things. We 
also contract with analytics services and third-party advertising companies to 
collect similar information for specific purposes. The use of cookies by our partners 
is not covered by this Policy. Though you may disable cookies through your web 
browser, doing so may prevent you from taking advantage of some of the Sites' 
features. 
THU uses cookies to make our services better. Cookies are alphanumeric identifiers 
that we transfer to your computer's hard drive through your Web browser to enable 
our systems to recognize your browser and to provide features such as automatic 
login and a faster shopping process. The "help" portion of the toolbar on most 
browsers will tell you how to prevent your browser from accepting new cookies, 
how to have the browser notify you when you receive a new cookie, or how to 
disable cookies altogether.
Remarketing through Google analytics for display advertising (GOOGLE):
Google Analytics for Display Advertising is a Remarketing and Behavioral Targeting 
service provided by Google Inc. that connects the tracking activity performed by 
Google Analytics and its Cookies with the Adwords advertising network and the 
Doubleclick Cookie.
Google Analytics is a web analysis service provided by Google Inc. (“Google”). Google 
utilizes the Data collected to track and examine the use of this Application, to 
prepare reports on its activities and share them with other Google services.
Google may use the Data collected to contextualize and personalize the ads of its 
own advertising network. Personal Data collected: Cookie and Usage Data.

Facebook advertising
Some pages on our website load a "Custom Audience Pixel" from Facebook to 
enable targetted advertising for our products on Facebook's platform. You can read 
more about how this works  at www.facebook.com/customaudiences/app/tos You 
can opt out of Facbeook's data collection process at www.aboutads.info/choices If 
you have any questions about our privacy policy, or your personal experience 
dealing with this web site, you can contact us at THU Store support.
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